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What is science then
But pure religion, seeking everywhere
The true commandments, and through many forms
The eternal power that binds all worlds in one?
It is man's age-long struggle to draw near
His Maker, learn His thoughts, discern His law—
A boundless task, in whose infinitude,
As in the unfolding light and law of love,
Abides our hope, and our eternal joy.
ISAAC NEWTON, as paraphrased by
ALFRED NOTES, in "Watchers of the Sky.
Compton»s Freedom of Man , p. 94
PURPOSE
There is a whole literature devoted to the subject
of relation of science to religion. In the early days of
the conflict between science and religion these treatises
purported to prove the possibility of miracles, the validi-
ty of the Biblical account of creation, and the lack of
validity of science in those fields that the Bible covered.
Strictly speaking this was not a conflict between science
and religion but between science and a certain religion.
If that religion would have agreed to modify some of its
beliefs (as it really did later) the whole conflict would
have ceased. In its later stage, however, the conflict
struck at the very roots of religion in general. It took
the fundamental ideas of religion, contested their validity,
and declared them an illusion. It was no more a question
of modernizing religion but rather a question of to be or
not to be. It was not only the Biblical basis of religion
that was declared untenable but also the human basis. Re-
ligion was either a fraud or an illusion. It was something
that humanity had assumed in its march but which had to be
discarded by a more enlightened age. This was part of
progress. The intelligentsia of the Western world has come
to consider that axiomatic. Recently, however, the tide has
turned. Bernard Shaw in the introduction to his play Saint
Joan mentions that people who freed themselves from religion
were like a boy who ran away from home. At the beginning
he rejoiced in the sense of freedom. That Joy lasted until
he beoame hungry. Then he began to long for home. The
modern man had rejoiced in this freedom from the yoke of
religion. But then he began to feel the void left by its
departure with nothing to fill its place. In our own day
books appear one after another in rapid succession showing
this return. Whereas in the past clerics wrote most of the
books, today the scientists make the bulk of the contribu-
tion. What is most encouraging is that they come from men
who occupy the forefront in the scientific world. These
men show that there is a new orientation in science which
points towards the spiritual. It shall be our purpose to
examine these works from two angles:
a* Whether modern science actually makes some contribu-
tion towards religious thought and thus causes a reorienta-
tion in the religious world,
b, How modern science dears the ground for religious
ideas; i. e. that science not only does not oontradiot but
even supports those ideas which were the core of religion.
We will take these in relation to these three fundamentals:
a. God
-3*
b. Freedom of Will
c. Immortality
In our thesis we shall deal with the opinions of the
European physicists Jeans, Eddington, and Einstein, and
the American physicists Compton, Millikan, and Pupin. These
are considered leading scientists of our day and their words
cai>ry authority in the world of science.
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THE SCIENTISTS OF THE LAST GENERATION
It is true that even in the past generation there were
scientists with religious inclinations. They did not accom-
plish this by harmonizing science and religion but rather by
departmentalizing their mental life. They were not logically
consistent. They put their religion and their science in
separate watertight compartments, when they were in the
laboratory they forgot about their religion, and when they
worshipped they forgot about their science. The scientist
who carried the scientific theories of the day to their
logical conclusion definitely denied a basis for any religion.
The most typical of these was Ernest Haeckel. His book, The
Riddle of the Universe, is a good summary of the thoughts
that the science at the end of the last century forced upon
those who were intellectually honest and logically consis-
tent.
It was during the days when science felt that it had
probed the depth of reality and solved the riddle of the
universe. Science then spoke with an air of finality.
Haeckel enumerates seven riddles. 1 They are:
1. The nature of matter and force
2. The origin of motion
3. The origin of life
4. The (apparently preordained) orderly arrangement
of nature
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5. The origin of simple sensation and consciousness
6. Eational thought, and origin of the cognate faculty
of speeoh
7. The question of the freedom of the will
All these have been solved today, Haeckel declares.
And they have been solved in a manner that precludes relig-
ion. The mechanistic interpretation of the universe gives
an adequate answer to all the questions which religion
tried to answer. To the mechanist the present state of the
universe is an effect of its antecedent state and the cause
of the state which is to follow. If there were an intelli-
gent being who at a given instant knew all the forces operat-
ing in nature and the relative positions of its component
parts, and he were intelligent enough to analyze data thus
presented, he could include in a single formula the move-
ments of the largest bodies and those of the lightest atoms.
In this manner both the past and the future would be re-
vealed to him. In such a universe of severe law and order
it is very apparent that no God is needed. The familiar
phenomena of nature are self-evident and require no deistic
explanation. It is only the miraculous, the out of the
ordinary that postulated the existence of God. But as
science progressed all these miracles and mysteries which
had been considered the special acts of God were explained
as coming within the framework of the mechanistic law and
order. Thus it came to be considered that the religious
interpretation of the universe was part of the primitive
stage of man's development, m the more developed stages
God was crowded out of the universe. Thus it is told about
the brilliant French mathematician La Place that when he
published his famous treatise on the Celestial Mechanics,
Napoleon said to him, «M. La Place, they tell me you have
written this large book on the system of the universe and
have never mentioned its Creator." «i have no need for
that hypothesis," replied La Place. 2 And thus Haeckel sums
up the attitude of science in these v/ords:
•Since Newton (1682) formulated the law of
gravitation, and Kant (1755) established
"the constitution and mechanical origin of
the entire fabric of the world on the New-
tonian laws," and La Place (1796) provided
a mathematical foundation for this law of
cosmic mechanicism, the whole of the inor-
ganic sciences have become purely mechanical,
time
and at the same Apurely atheistic.'"5
According to Haeckel then, every scientist, if he is
honest, is an atheist. This law of substance as it is
called, sweeps away all that generations have cherished and
that the religions of the world have nourished. To quote
Haeckel again:
-7-
'Towering above all the achievements and dis-
coveries of the century we have great, compre-
hensive "law of substance, " the fundamental
law of the Constance of matter and force....
The monism of the cosmos which we establish
thereon proclaims the absolute dominion of
"the great eternal iron laws," throughout the
universe. It thus shatters, at the same time,
the three central dogmas of the dualistic
philosophy, the personality of God, the im-
mortality of the soul, and the freedom of the
will.
»
4
Consequently the science of the nineteenth oentury
left a world that came to look to science for guidance and
for revelation without a belief in God and with mechanism
enthroned as the principle that explains everything. Be-
ligion and science became mutually exclusive.
In the twentieth century quietly and unexpectedly a
change of attitude came into science. That a change caiae
into religion we all know. Religion because of the impact
of science and the scientific attitude, was purified of
many of its beliefs. Science too, however, assumed a more
humble attitude and ceased to boast that it could explain
everything. It began to admit the necessity of religion and
to concede a reason for its existence. Nfe&t was the cause
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of this change of attitude? On the one hand there came a
new recognition of the supreme importance of those values
which science can neither measure nor weigh; and the reali-
zation that, in their loss, our civilization may perish.
Thus the Chairman of the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, at one of the meetings in his opening ad-
dress struck this warning note when he affirmed that despite
the material progress of the race, the spirit of man might
be falling back in the higher spheres. There are many signs
that by some law of compensation, the scientific and indus-
trial achievements of recent years have been purchased at a
greater price than we know, it is * SOrt of admission on
the part of science that it cannot alone Illumine man's
path of life. On the other hand new scientific discoveries
were made that discarded the old scientific interpretation
of the universe and put the mechanistic theory into oblivion.
These new findings of science have brought changes into the
scientific world that permitted the reinstatement of the
old religious fundamentals,
Millikan tells in his book Evolution in science and
Mligion that towards the end of the nineteenth century he
heard one of the leading scientists of the age conclude his
lecture with the assertion that it was probable that all the
great discoveries in physics had already been made and that
future progress was to be looked for, not in bringing to
light qualitatively new phenomena, but rather in making
more exact quantitative measurements upon old phenomena.
5
Just a year after that a discovery was made which later
came to undermine the entire mechanistic system, in 1895
Professor Roentgen presented to the German Physical Society
his first X-Ray photographs. This gave the start to the
rapid development of the electron theory of matter, and
radio-activity. The influence of these discoveries was
tremendous because it forced the scientific world to think
in terms of a universe which is chancing, living, growing,
even in its elements— a dynamic instead of a static uni-
verse. In the words of Millikan: "In a word, radio-
activity not only revealed for the first time a world
changing, transforming itself continually even in its
chemical elements, bat it began to show the futility of the
mechanical picture upon whioh we had ret such store in the
nineteenth century. Then oame the quantum Theory, the
Theory of Relativity, and the New Wave Theories which re-
moved the old fundamentals such as the theories of the Con-
servation of Energy.
The resultant new conception of matter has ended the old
materialism. Instead of matter oomposed of minute dead, solid
pellets, subject to external forces, the physicist gives us
something so subtle as to be almost beyond our powers of imag-
10
ination. with matter described as electrical charges the
religious concept of cosmic spirit does not seem irrational.
The chasm between spirit and matter as it was according to
the old physicists vanishes wnen »* compare today the spiritual
forces presupposed by religion and electrical activity pre-
supposed by the physicist. There even seems to be a kinship
between the two conceptions of cosmic reality. This kinship
is evident by the new interest scientists manifest in re-
ligion.
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THE CONCEPTION OF GOD
We mentioned before that the old physios crowded God
out of the universe, posited the eternity and immutability
of matter, and claimed that there was no purpose and in-
telligence behind nature. Scientists of today have come to
believe in both a "creation" and design in nature which
presupposed an intelligence behind nature. Sir James Jeans
says:
"The more orthodox scientific view is
that the entropy of the Universe must for-
ever increase to its final maximum value.
It has not yet reached this: we should not
be thinking about it if it had. It is still
!
increasing rapidly, and so must have had a
beginning; there must have been what we may
describe as a "creation" at a time not in-
finitely remote." 7
This Law of Entropy or the Second Law of Thermodynamics
was originally formulated in relation to the amount of energy
and work obtainable from an engine. To obtain work from a
supply of heat a temperature inequality is necessary. The
temperature inequalities, however, are constantly being
diminished hy the conduction of heat and otherwise. Hence
in a$ isolated system with irreversible changes going on,
the heat energy tends steadily to become less and less
-12-
available for the performance of work. When the availa-
bility of energy becomes a minimum or the entropy a maximum,
no further mm can be done, and the system has reached
its state of equilibrium. Applying this idea to the
universe as a whole, it means that cosmic energy is con-
tinually wasting into heat by friction, and heat energy is
continually becoming less available by the reduction of the
inequalities of temperature. Thus in the distant future
all the stores of energy of the universe will be lost be-
cause the heat will be evenly distributed and the world
will have reached its state of equilibrium. And since this
process is irreversible there must have been a beginning,
in other words a creation.
Is there any design in nature? Yes, says Jeans.
According to Jeans there is something in common between
the human mind and the controlling power of the universe. 8
He conceives the universe as a world of pure thought which
can be expressed in mathematical abstractions. This common
denominator between the wld and the human mind suggests
to us the belief that they also have in common the powers
Of designing and controlling. Says Jeans:
"If the Universe is a Universe of thought, then
its creation must have been an act of thought.
Indeed the finiteness of time and space almost
compel us, of themselves, to picture the creation
13-
as an act of thought ; the determination
of the constants such as the radius of the
universe and the number of electrons it
contained imply thought, whose richness is
measured by the immensity of these quantities.
Time and space, thioh form the setting for
the thought, must have come into being as
part of this act, Primitive cosmologies
pictured a Creator working in space and time,
forging sun, moon and stars out of already
existent material. Modern scientific theory
compels us to think of the Creator as working
outside time and space, which are part of his
creation, just as the artist is outside his
canvas." 9
And to quote further,
"In any event, it can hardly be disputed that
nature and our conscious mathematical minds
work according to the same laws, she does not
model her behavior, so to speak, on that
forced on us by our whims and passions, or on
that of our muscles and joints, but on that
of our thinking minds. This remains true
whether our minds impress their laws on nature,
or she impresses her laws on us, and provides
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a sufficient justification for thinking of
the universe as being of mathematical design.
Lapsing back again into the crudely anthropo-
morphic language we have already used, we
may say that we have already considered with
disfavor the possibility of the universe
having been planned by a biologist or an
engineer; from the intrinsic evidence of His
creation, the Great Architect of the Universe
now begins to appear as a pure mathematician."10
Thus the pattern of the 7/orld which science gives us
today not only leads us to believe in a Creator but also
tells us something about the Creator. Jeans goes even much
further than that and admits that science is not in a positi
to give us the nature of reality. First of all there is the
possibility that the minutest phenomena of nature do not
admit of representation in the space-time framework at all.
Even the four dimensional continuum of the theory of rela-
tivity is not adequate for some phenomena. Thus we may
picture consciousness as something outside of the continuum.
And even those phenomena that come within our range are
not reality itself but mere shadows. The soientist today
is, as in the well-known simile of Plato, imprisoned in a
cave %lth his back to the light, and can only watch the
shadows on the wall. And
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"when we try to discover the nature of the
reality behind the shadows, we are confronted
with the fact that all discussion of the
ultimate nature of things must necessarily
be barren unless we have some extraneous
standards against which to compare them. For
this reaeon to borrow Locke's phrase, 'the
real essence of substances' is forever unknow-
able, fe oan only progress by disoussing the
laws which govern the changes of substances,
and so produce the phenomena of the external
world.
But mathematics at least is found to explain these more
clearly, more fully, and more naturally than anything else.
Thus oalileo's saying:
"Nature's great book is written in mathematical
language"
is even more true according to Jeans. Jeans, therefore,
claims that it is only the mathematician that can hope to
ever fully understand those branches of science whioh try
to unravel the fundamental nature of the universe.
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MICHAEL PUPIN'S CONCEPTION OF GOD
Michael Pupin derives his conception of God from the
new scientific discoveries in the field of atoms and elec-
trons.. tVhereas Newtonian science derived its laws from the
movements of the large bodies of the universe which reveal
a cosmos or coordinated motion, the present day science,
studying the minute particles of the world, reveals a chaos
or noncoordinated motion. When we study the macrooosm we
see order and harmony. vVhen we study the microcosm we see
particles moving without any semblance of order. This dis-
order is found in every place in the vast universe because
the entire universe is constituted of these particles. Yet
we see that these uncoordinated motions produce results
that bespeak a definite purpose. This leads Pupin to his
idea of God. Let us follow his development.
Pupin too, takes Carnot's Law from which the Law of
Entropy is derived as his starting point. His interpre-
tation, however, is entirely different. This is Carnot's
Law as applied to an engine. The molecules in a boiling
fluid have erratic movements. There is no way of deter-
mining their direction. However, in an engine these moving
particles bombard a piston which in turn drives an engine.
Carnot's Law will predict with mathematical accuracy the
path of this resultant motion. The piston averages up the
-17-
erratic molecular pulses, thus producing a steady pressure.
In other words, the piston coordinates these chaotic motions
into a definite purposeful act. In the world of applied
science this principle is the basis of the various forms
of the production of energy. The coordination in the case
of the engine comes through human agency. There are, how-
ever, phenomena in nature which show acts of coordination
where no human agency is involved. There is a great deal
of non-coordinated solar energy that comes to us and seems
to us to have no purpose. However, much of this solar
energy is coordinated by the molecular structure of water
to form water vapor which results in vapor, which in turn
waters the earth and makes it fertile. Here water is the
coordinating agent. The very same coordination of solar
energy takes place in the growth of plants and animals.
Pupin calls these creative coordination because to use
the instance of the piston, it creates a manageable motion
of machinery out of an unmanageable molecular ohaos. In
the inorganic world this process of creative coordination
also takes place although we do not see the coordinator.
The organic world too, has its microcosm, its fundamental
units. Each of these feed and grow and multiply, thus
contributing to the growth of the cell. Each of these
units of life cooperates and coordinates the caloric and
chemical chaos into the performance of a definite function.
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This same cooperation and coordination goes on between
the eells that constitute the body. The climax of coordi-
nation is the life of man and his activities. Pupin gives
the instance of Paderewsky playing on the piano. The skill
displayed by the rapid motion of the fingers over the key-
board is a harmonious response of the innumerable cells to
the coordinating physical process. But the greater marvel
is the message conveyed from the internal world of Pader-
ewsky s consciousness. This leads Pupin to the belief
of man's possession of a soul whioh is the seat of this
creative coordination. He says:
nI oannot resist, then crossing the boundary
line which separates the external material
world from the internal world of my con-
sciousness. Here I find a power which is
at work creating this internal world; this
power is a manifestation of a new entity
in the existence of which mankind always
believed and called it the soul of man.
This belief is the essence extracted from
all human experiences. No physical reality
rests upon a broader and deeper foundation
of experience than this belief. The soul
is the creative coordinator residing in the
body of man anci guiding its functions so as
-19-
to make the life of man a cosmos, a creation
of simple law and beautiful order. Our
belief in the existence of the creative soul
is the origin of our belief in the existenoe
of a Creator. Our present knowledge is
derived from man's hypothesis that the creative
power of man's consciousness is the highest
form of creative coordination; it demands a
still higher form of creative coordination.
The creative power residing in us, is, there-
fore, the origin of the belief that our crea-
tive soul is a part of Him who endowed the
electrons and protons, the atoms and molecules,
and the tiniest units of living matter with
those primordial attributes which manifest
themselves in the cosmic processes called in
this narrative creative coordination."12
Thus from the creative soul of man Pupin derives the
idea of a creative soul of the world which is God. He also
believes that the soul of man has its origin in this cosmic
soul. He goes one step further and states that the highest
problem of man's creative soul is to take a non-coordinated
humanity of autonomous individuals and make it into a social
cosmos. Church and State are agents in this social coordi-
nation. iVnd
-20-
"Just as the human body becomes a living
soul, when it is animated by the divine
breath of its Creator, so the same divine
breath must give to Church and state a
living soul which will guide their operation
and put into them the power of that creative
coordination which will lead the life of
humanity to a cosmos."13
Pupin concludes with the power of the spiritual as a
coordinator. Human experience testifies to the reality
of these which are even stronger than physical realities.
God is the fountainhead of all the spiritual realities.
Professor Compton in his book, The Freedom of WBn
,
reiterates the argument from design and claims that this
argument has never been adequately refuted. Science in-
stead of refuting this argument adds evidence in its
favor, 14
COMPTON' S CONCEPTION OF GOD
First Compton clears away the errors which people make
about the attitude of science regarding things that have not
been proven. The popular misconception is that science re-
jects every hypothesis, the validity of which has not defi-
nitely been demonstrated. Were this true then we could not
accept the belief in an intelligent God until that truth
-21
had been demonstrated. This is an error because almost
none of the hypotheses of science are considered as proved.
An hypothesis gives the scientist a working basis. as long
as it serves this purpose satisfactorily, it is accepted as
true, m this manner faith in God may be a thoroughly
scientific attitude even though we may be unable to establish
the correctness of our belief. The belief in God may be
based on the experience that the hypothesis of God gives a
more reasonable interpretation of the world than any other.
Compton brings one problem from each of these three sciences:
physics, astronomy, and biology, which postulate an intel-
ligent power working in the universe. Here Compton brings
this argument from design. Some electrons and protons have
some very special qualities which make them organize them-
selves in something different than a simple, dead, monoto-
nous world. Take the element of carbon which has the special
quality of being very active and enters into a very large
variety of chemical combinations. This special quality
makes carbon essential to organic life. This could not just
happen.' In biology design and intelligence is evidenced
by what we term emergent evolution. That means that the
new qualities or powers that appear in each successive
stage of evolution cannot be inferred by adding together
the qualities of the preceding stage of evolution. Such
novelties are life itself which could not be inferred from
-22-
the khowledge of the chemical elements; and reason which
15
could not be inferred from the aotions of an amoeba.
Then we also find that the variation of species do not go
in random directions as Darwin's hypothesis of random
spontaneous variation but frequently go in a specific
direction for many generations thus showing a purpose be-
hind it. This 'orthogenesis' as it is called shows the
world as an organized intelligent unit.
EDDINGTQN'S CONCEPTION OF GOD
Eddington arrives at his thesis through his conception
of the limitations of science. Science according to him,
gives us a series of pointer readings and nothing more.
Until now it was believed that the knowledge that science
had was an intimate knowledge of the entities of the ex-
ternal world. Today no scientist would make such a claim.
The scientist today deals with symbols which represent the
quantitative relationship between physical bodies. Edding-
ton cites this example by way of explanation:
"Take the living human brain endowed with
mind and thought. Thought i3 one of the in-
disputable facts of the world. I know that
I think, with a certainty which I cannot
attribute to any of my physical knowledge
of the world. More hypo thetically , but
-23-
on fairly plausible evidence, I am convinced
that you have minds which think. Here then
is a world fact to be investigated. The
physicist brings his tools and commences a
systematic exploration. All that he
discovers is a collection of atoms and elec-
trons and fields of force arranged in spaoe
and time, apparently similar to those found
in inorganic objects. He may trace other
physical characteristics; energy, tempera-
ture, entropy. None of these is identical
with thought. He might set down thought
as an illusion- -some perverse interpreta-
tion of the interplay of the physical en-
tities that he has found. Or if he sees
the folly of calling the most undoubted ele-
ment of our experience an illusion, he will
have to face the tramendous question, How can
this collection of ordinary atoms be a think-
ing machine? But what knowledge have we of the
nature of atoms which renders it at all incon-
gruous that they should constitute a thinking
object? The Victorian physicist felt that he
knew just what he was talking about when he
used such terms as matter and atoms. Atoms were
24
tiny billiard balls, a crisp statement that was
supposed to tell you all about their nature in a
way which could never be achieved for transcen-
dental things like consciousness, beauty, or
humour. But now we realize that science has
nothing to say as to the intrinsic nature of
the atom. The physical atom is, like every-
thing else in physics, a schedule of pointer
readings.
Eddington follows this instance a bit further. This
schedule of pointer readings of his brain, all agree, is
attached to some unknown background. Of the intrinsic
nature of the atom science knows nothing. That is the
great unknown today. Eddington su rests that this un-
known background is spiritual in nature, of which a
prominent characteristic is thought: the reason for it
is that as far as my own brain is concerned I am not limited
to the evidence of pointer readings. Here I have insight
which shows me a background to the pointer readings of the
17
universe as a whole?
Eddington comes to the same conclusion through another
channel. Physics seems to operate in a closed circle.
There is no complete explanation of anything physical be-
cause in the definition one travels in a cycle. True
"electric force" is defined as something which causes motion
-25-
of an electric oharge. An electric charge is something
which exerts electric force. Another instance is a
definition of the term potential in Einstein's Law.
Potential is defined with a definition including the term
interval, the term interval with a definition containing
the terms clocks and scales. The definition of these
terms contains the term matter. Taking matter from the
point of view of mechanics, we define it with terms mass,
momentum, and stress. The definition of these terras con-
tains the term potential and we are where we started. But
Mr. Eddington suggests that we stop at the point of matter
and say this is something that needs no explanation because
Mr. X knows what matter is. That is to say, at a certain
point of the cycle we run off on a tangent to a point out-
side of the circle. But what is this Mr. X? After a long
analysis Eddington gives the answer that we must look not
to a physical system of inferences, but to that insight
beneath the symbols which we possess in our own minds. It
is by this insight that we can finally reach an answer to
our question, What is Mr. X? It is there that we have to
look for a definition of reality. We must thus accept that
the substratum of everything is of a mental nature of mind-
stuff as Eddington terms it.
"No one can deny," says Eddington "that mind
is the first and most direct thing in our
experience,, and all else is remote inference
—
-26-
infersnce either intuitive or deliberate.
"
XB
Thus besides the scientific world which yields to
quantitative measurements there is a spiritual world that
runs parallel to it. To quote from another work of Eddington:
"I think that those who would wish to take
cognizance of nothing but the measurements
of the scientific world made by our sense-
organs are shirking one of the most immediate
facts of experience, namely that conscious-
ness is not wholly, nor even primarily a
device for receiving sense-impressions.
We may the more boldly insist that there
is another outlook than the scientific one,
because in practice a more transcendental
19
outlook is almost universally admitted."
Since our knowledge of this spiritual world oomes to us
mainly from our consciousness and insight into our own
mind, from our self knowledge, it is therefore not amiss
to draw a parallel between our minds and the mind-stuff of
the world so as to include the concept of personality.
Says Eddington:
"It is I think, of the very essence of the
unseen world that the conception of person-
ality would dominate it. Force, energy,
dimensions belong to the world of symbols;
-27-
it is out of such conceptions that we have
built up the external world of physics.
What other conceptions have we? After ex-
hausting physical methods we returned to
the inmost recesses of consciousness, to
the voice that proclaims our personality;
and from there we entered on a new outlook.
We have to build the spiritual world out of
symbols taken from our own personality, as
we build the scientific world out of the
symbols of the mathematician. I think,
therefore, we are not wrong in embodying the
significance of the spiritual world to our-
selves in the feeling of a personal relation-
ship, for our whole approach to it is bound
up with those aspects of consciousness in
20#iich personality is centered."
-28-
FREEDOM OF WILL
The conflict between determinism and free will is not
new. It is as old as man's thoughtful life. Both religion
and philosophy have been divided in their answer to the
question, "Is man free?" Judaism and Christianity, however,
have considered the freedom of will as one of the funda-
mentals of religion. These religions held a man responsible
for his acts and made man master over his moral life. With-
out free will no moral life is possible. If man does not
have the freedom of choice, why hold him responsible for
his acts? If whatever man does is a result not of his
effort and initiative but an outcome of his past history
and immutable physical laws; then why set standards and
inculcate ideals and purposes in our lives? Take away the
belief in freedom of will and religion loses its greatest
reson d'etre.
During the last two centuries freedom of will received
a great blow from the development of science. Science
definitely pointed towards determinism. The success of the
Newtonian theories suggested a world where everything obeys
iron laws. To Newton himself his discoveries brought the
conviction of an all wise and an all-powerful God. His
successor, however, developed the theories of materialism
and mechanism. In France Voltaire and the Encyclopedist
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found support in the new science for their negation of free
will and religion. They believed that they were not far
from the final explanation of the world by physical and
mechanical principles which were incompatible with the
religious ideas of God and freedom of will. The ideas of
La Place we cited already. He was followed by La Mettrie
who wrote L* Homme Machine . The title is significant.
Reality was a great machine so that man, both body and soul,
beeame part of an invinoible and mathematical neoessity.
Holbach is his La System de la Nature , claims that sinoe
man is a material being and since man thinks, therefore,
thought is one of the properties of matter. Thus even
thought is materialized and follows the laws of matter. In
other countries it was the ideas of mechanism that were
developed. Helmholz declared that "the final aim of all
natural science is to resolve itself into mechanics. Lord
Kelvin asserted that he could understand nothing of which he
could not make a mechanical model. The properties of gas
were explained as machine-like models. The same reasoning
was extended to solids and liquids. Thus the laws of
mechanics and causation were made to cover more and more
territory. Each extension of this law of causation and each
success of the mechanical interpretation of nature made the
position of free will more difficult. If all the objects
in nature are governed by these laws why should we believe
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life to come under a different category? This apprehension
proved to be correct. Whereas up to the nineteenth century
it was still considered scientifically correct to view life
as something entirely different from inanimate nature, the
discovery that living cells were composed of the very same
chemioal elements as inorganic matter and therefore pre-
sumably by the same laws, made such a position untenable.
Life too, had to yield to the mechanical law of causation.
The minds of Shakespeare, Goethe, and liinstein were machines
just like a steam engine only more complex. They responded
to outside stimuli and no more. Thus no room was left for
free will and the basis or morality was shattered.
An unexpected change into the opposite direction came
at the turn of the century. The change Came r/hen science
made single molecules, atoms, and electrons the object of
its investigations. Until then scienoe studied comparative-
ly large bodies, the behavior of which certainly agreed
with mechanical law. The study of radiation and similar
phenomena defied any explanation by mechanical law. As Jeans
puts it:
"While philosophers were still debating
whether a machine could be constructed to
reproduce the thoughts of Newton, the
emotions of Bach, or the inspiration of
Michelangelo, the average man of science was
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rapidly becoming convinced that no machine
could be constructed to reproduce the light
of a candle or the fall of an apple."21
The first gunshot came from Professor Max Planck of
Berlin. He explained certain phenomena of radiation with an
tirely non-mechanical interpretation. This was the now famous
• quantum-theory. » This Jeans claims marked the end of the
mechanical age. According to Einstein it dethroned the
theory of causation. And most recently W. Heisenberg formu-
lated on this basis the Principle of Indeterminacy. He says:
"The resolution of the paradoxes of atomic
physics can be accomplished only by renuncia-
tion of old and cherished ideas. Most im-
portant of these is the idea that natural
phenomena obey exact laws— the principle of
causality."22
From this principle, Eddington deduced the freedom of
will. He takes it for granted that if there is determinism
in the material world it must be so in the mind too. Con-
versely if we wish to have freedom in the mind it must be
to some extent in the material universe too, And here let
us quote Eddington:
"Let us look more closely into the problem of
how the mind gets a grip on material atoms so
that movements of the body and limbs can be
controlled by its volition. I think we may
now feel quite satisfied that the volition
is genuine. The materialist view was that
the motions which appear to be oaused by our
volition are really reflex actions controlled
by the material processes in the brain, the
act of will being an inessential side phenomenon
occurring simultaneously with the physical
phenomena. But this assumes that the result
of applying physical laws to the brain is fully
determinate. Jt is meaningless to say that
the behaviour of a oonscious brain is precisely
the same as that of a mechanical brain if the
behaviour of a mechanical brain is left undeter-
mined. If the laws of physics are not strictly
causal the most that can be said is that the
behaviour of the conscious brain is one of the
possible behaviours of a mechanical brain.
Precisely so; and the decision between the
23
possible behaviours is what we call volition."
Bertrand Kussel in his book, Religion and Science gives
a graphic explanation of how determinism is challenged by
modern science. The quantum theory, he says, claims that it
cannot be known what an atom will do under given circumstances.
There is a set of alternatives open to it from T,ihich it takes
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its choice. We know statistically speaking what proportion
eaoh choice will take but we do not know any law that would
govern the choice in each individual instance. All the laws
of mechanics, which we believed until now completely deter-
mined what bodies will do, prove to be just statistical
laws. To use the illustration of Russel again, 24 imagine
that one would observe a city like London in a way that the
city would apoear to him as a group of molecules to us. He
would find that the city contains more matter by day than
by night. One would, therefore, deduce a law that during
the day London has more mass due perhaps to the action of
the sun. But we could not discover the reasons for the
movements of each individual. Mr. X may stay home one day
and not come to London because of illness. By the law of
averages, however, we know the size of the mass that moves
to London and from London. This is exactly the situation
with physics. The behavior of each individual atom is an
entirely different matter. That cannot be foretold. The
choice as far as man is concerned comes from the seat of
his will. Thus according to Gompton:
"Instead of removing the foundation of
morality, science now presents new reasons
why men should discipline their lives, and
supplies new means whereby they can make
their world more perfect," 2 ^
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Thus science helps morality at least by giving it
support theoretically by the new theory, and practically
by the tools it puts into his hands to carry out his will.
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IMMORTALITY
Of all the subjects which form part of religious be-
lief it is the question of immortality which is more than
any other a terra incognita to science. Here even the most
religiously inclined scientists fear to tread and do not
wish to commit themselves. The nature of the subject is
such that inferences are impossible. However, if science
cannot prove immortality we have the consolation that it
does not do the opposite either; it does not disprove it.
To quote Compton:
"Though it is true that science presents no
weighty evidence for life eternal, it is
only fair to point out also that science has
found no cogent reason for supposing that
what is of importance in man can be buried in
a grave. The truth is that science cannot
supply a definite answer to this question.
Immortality relates to an aspect of life
which is not physical, that is, which cannot
be detected and measured by any instrument,
and to which the aoplication of the laws of
science can at best be only a well-considered
..26guess."
Compton gives an account of the various meanings of
immortality. First comes what we may term the immortality
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as
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of influence. No one doubts the influence of Moses today,
thousands of years after he passed away. His thoughts and
ideas affect us today just as if he were alive, and perhaps
more. Plato and Aristotle are perhaps more alive today
far as their influence is concerned than they were thousand
of years ago in Athens. This sort of immortality no one
doubts.
The second meaning of immortality is what is termed
biologic immortality. We continue to live forth in our
children. Our children are part of ourselves, When we die
our life continues with them. It is thus the shell only
that passes out of the picture. The life process continues.
There is thus a continuity of life which never ceases. There
is perfect agreement about this type of immortality too.
However, when we speak of iimnortality it is not this
type of immortality that we think of. It is the continua-
tion of our consciousness and our personality that we are
interested in. We want to know whether Tom Jones will
continue as Tom Jones and not as so muoh protoplasm. Re-
garding this the scientists are silent. Yet if there is
no proof for it there may be some suggestion from science as
to the probability of this sort of immortality. The sug-
gestion we may derive from what science today has to say
about the relation of mind and body.
The generally accepted idea about the relationship of
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mind and body up to recently was the materialistic hypothe-
sis. According to this hypothesis thought was a function
of the brain. Everything in our mental life is a direct
result of some action in the brain, it is very evident that
if thought and consciousness are a direct result of some
change in the brain, then the duration of consciousness and
thought is coextensive with the life of the brain. Thought
ceases when the brain stops functioning. This makes im-
mortality impossible. However, the materialistic interpreta-
tion has been discarded by the science of today and, there-
fore its proofs are not considered conclusive.
Another theory is that of the psychologist William
James. According to James the brain is not the creator of
mental life but rather the transmitter of it. It is an
instrument in the hands of another force, vhich force is
resDonsible for mental life and consciousness. The brain
is thus analogous to a radio receiving set. The destruction
of the set does not destroy the souroe of the music. Like-
wise the death of the body does not necessarily mean the
destruction of consciousness. The souroe of consciousness
perhaps still operates. This theory permits immortality
but does not make it certain.
It is from the theory of evolution that we receive some
intimation of immortality. From the first impression it
would seem that evolution is the greatest factor for dis-
-38
jss we see
belief in immortality, m the evolutionary proces
the emergence of consciousness for the purpose of enabling
animals to compete more successfully in the struggle of
life. Thus consciousness is the servant of life. When
life ceases consciousness does not have any more value and
we naturally would expect it to disappear. There is, how-
ever, another way of looking at it. In the scheme of evo-
lution we see that the evolutionary process is working
toward the development of conscious persons rather than
towards physical organisms, a survey of the physical uni-
verse would show that man is nature's best achievement and
consequently conscious life takes the primary place among
the goals of the evolutionary process. This would lead us
to believe that nature would at all costs try to preserve
the living soul which it evolved at such great cost. In
conclusion let us again quote Compton:
"Thus science finds itself incapable of giving
a definite answer, at present at least to the
problem of immortality. While according to
the mechanistic view the mind could not sur-
vive the brain, the evidence seems definitely
against this view, and no cogent reason re-
mains for supposing that the soul dies with
the body. The evidence of revived persons
brought back from Hades, though inconclusive,
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must be considered strongly against
persistence of consciousness, if con-
sciousness is merely the servant of the
living organism, we would expect the two
to die together; but if, as seems perhaps
more plausible, intelligent consciousness
is the objective of the evolutionary proc-
ess, we might expect it to be preserved." 27
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COSMIC RELIGION
"The basis of all scientific work is the
conviction that the world is an ordered
and comprehensive entity, which is a re-
ligious sentiment. My religious feeling
is a humble amazement at the order revealed
in the small patch of reality to which our
feeble intelligence is equal." 28
This quotation gives us a clue to Einstein's ideas
about religion. Einstein has only one short essay where
he gives his conception of religion. In short it is the
experience one lives through while he marvels at the grandeur
of the universe. It is the feeling that the Psalmist ex-
pressed when he said:
"The heavens declare the glory of God, and
the firmament showeth his handiwork; the
grandeur of the universe and the order re-
vealed in nature impress the individual with
the vanity of human desires and he therefore,
"seeks to experience the totality of exis-
tence as a unity full of significance." 29
This is the highest stage of religious development ac-
cording to Einstein. This stage was preceded by the re-
ligion of fear and the social and moral religion. The re-
ligion of fear is the religion of the primitive man. The
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primitive man lived in a hostile world where he feared
hunger, wild animals, illness and death. Besides these
visible enemies his imagination people his world with
spirits and demons. Being ignorant of the causal con-
nection behind the phenomena that he saw he imagined a
being upon whose will all these activities depended. Re-
ligion consisted of appeasing this being with ritual and
sacrifice.
In the second stage of development religion draws upon
the social feelings. Human beings look for guidance and
love in the universe. God, therefore, becomes the being
that rewards the good and punishes the wicked.
The highest stage is that of cosmic religion which
we explained already. What is the relation between this
cosmic religion and science? It is this cosmic religious
feeling which is the strongest driving force behind science.
Scientists could not pursue their search for the truth so
relentlessly unless they had this abiding faith in the
rationality of the structure of the world. To quote
Einstein:
"Only those who have dedicated their lives
to similar ends can have a living conception
of the inspiration which gave these men the
power to remain loyal to their purpose in
spite of countless failures. It is the
cosmic religious sense which grants this power." 30
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The most interesting contribution of Einstein is re-
garding the function of science in the field of religion.
Einstein asserts that his cosmic religion does not lead to
any definite conception of God or to a theology. How then
can this religion be communicated from man to man? The
answer of Einstein gives us a new angle of the relation
of science to religion. "It seems to me," says Einstein,
"that the most important function of art and of science
is to arouse and keep alive this feeling in those who are
receptive." 33"
This, according to Einstein, is the only religion
tenable to the scientist. The scientist who is pervaded
with the sense of causal law cannot accept the idea of a
being who interfered with the sequence of events, cannot
accept a God who rewards and punishes because human beings
act in aooordanoe with an inner and outer necessity as do
inanimate objects. Ethical behavior does not need the
support of religion because it is better based on sympathy,
education, and social relationship. Cosmic religion is
the only religion that a scientist can accept. Einstein
concludes his essay with the significant quotation that
"the only deeply religious people of our largely material-
istic age are the earnest men of research." 32
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CONCLUSION
At the outset of our essay we set ourselves the task
of finding out whether science today supports religion and
whether it has some contribution to make. We can gather
from the material collected here that to the first question
we can answer positively and to the second we can answer
negatively. The science of today may undermine certain
religious beliefs but not religion itself. And these
beliefs would have disappeared by the instrumentality of
religious research and by the assumption of the scientific
attitude in the study of religion without resorting to
science. To the basic principles of religion science today
does not stand as an opponent but rather as an ally, sver
since the mechanistic theory has been discarded science
has conceded the tenabillty of religion and has even found
support for it in the new discoveries of science. In this
fashion science has done religion a double service. It
has served as a purgatory of religion by freeing it of
those extrinsic elements whioh did not conform to the best
truths accepted by the age and on the other hand rendered
support to the intrinsic elements which have permanent value.
On the positive side, however, we do not find science
so bold. Sometimes it does become bold but then it ceases
to be science. The nature of the thing prevents science
from making any pronouncements. The realm of science is
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where instruments of measurements can be applied. The realm
of religion is where these instruments cannot be applied.
Here science can only hint and suggest. Thus Jeans says:
"So that our main contention can hardly
be that the science of today has a
pronouncement to make, perhaps it ought
rather to be that science should leave
off making pronouncements; the river of
knowledge has too often turned back on
itself." 33
But religion does make pronouncements.
"Love thy neigh-
bor as thyself" has no ifs and buts about it. »% am the
Lord, thy God"leaves no room for any doubt. Even those state-
ments made by science are qualified by Jeans when he says:
"Sverything that has been said, and every
conclusion that has been tentatively put
forward, is quite frankly speculative and
uncertain."34
This statement was made by Jeans but it applies to all
scientists. For religious inspiration we cannot go to sci-
ence except in the sense that Einstein explained it. But
that the Psalmist had without a knowledge of modern science
.
Modern science may increase this feeling. For religious
inspiration we still must go to life itself and search the
divine that is in it and thereby reach out to God. Our
-45
religion still mu% 0Qtae from the rellgious Qf
every age and from the religious literature produced by
the creative spirit of these geniuses.
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